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batively in a', all in superspace. The resulting field equations describe N = 1 self-dual 
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1 Introduction 
Supergravity and string theories are intimately related to each other. Supergravity the
ories, on the one hand, describe the worldsheet theories of strings and p-branes theories 
and, on the other hand, arise as the low energy theories of various superstring theories. 
Viewed differently, superstring theories serve as the definition of supergravity theories 
at the quantum level, as the field theories describing supergravity theories themselves 
often do not make sense at the quantum level. There are supergravity theories, however, 
whose quantum description in terms of a string (or other) theory are not known. The 
most notable example is eleven dimensional supergravity. The quantum theory having 
eleven-dimensional supergravity as its low-energy effective field theory has been coined 
M-theory. Recently, a description of M-theory has been proposed [1] in terms of the 
large N limit of a quantum-mechanical matrix model. A second outstanding example 
in this list of theories is four-dimensional self-dual supergravity (SD SUGRA) [2]. The 
search for a string theory that yields SD SUGRA as its low energy limit is the subject 
of this article. 

Self-dual supergravity is interesting in its own right. Together with supersymmetric 
self-dual gauge theories (SD SYM), it is believed to generate, upon dimensional reduction, 
all integrable models in two dimensions [3, 4]. Furthermore, the role played by self-duality 
in four dimensions seems to be similar to the role played by conformal symmetry in two 
dimensions [5]. 

Self-dual theories in four dimensions are known to be closely related to N = 2 strings 
theories. These, though qualitatively quite different from N = 0 and N = 1 strings, have 
proven to constitute a rich family of string theories on their own, for reviews see e.g. 
[6, 7, 8]. After the introduction of the N = 2 string in [9, 10, 11] it took quite a while 
before it was shown in [12, 13, 14] that the target space theories described by A?" = 2 
strings are versions of self-dual gravity, possibly coupled to self-dual Yang-Mills. 

Recently, it was demonstrated in [15, 15, 17, 18] that heterotic (1,2) strings are also 
capable of having all known string theories as a background, so that it is in principle 
possible to recover arbitrary string theories by second quantizing N = 2 strings. A 
remarkable fact about the N = 2 strings is that their spectrum consist of only a finite 
number of massless particles, a fact that may make the problem of developing a string 
field theory tractable after all3. In addition, (1,2) strings seem to provide the low-energy 
world-volume description of M-theory. We shall argue in this article that a new N = 2 
string, closely related to the (2,1) string, actually yields as a low energy effective theory 
N = 1 self-dual supergravity. This leads to the conclusion that the two outstanding 
examples of supergravity theories without known quantum definitions mentioned above 
are actually related to each other. 

The conventional description of (2,1) strings has its drawbacks. Supersymmetry is 
not manifest and it is therefore quite hard to obtain the fermionic terms in the world-
volume action of M theory. One has to resort to more cumbersome S-matrix techniques 
to get those terms. This led us to search for a more covariant formulation of N = 2 
strings. The basic idea is to start with an heterotic N = (1,2) string theory, and to 

3An interesting discussion of the string field theory description of the N = 2 string can be found in 
[19]. 
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replace the N = 1 sector by a Green-Schwarz-Berkovits (GSB) type sigma model. For 
four-dimensional compactifications of the heterotic N — (1,0) string, a similar procedure 
leads to a full super-Poincare invariant sigma model, which enables one to derive the 
low-energy effective action in superspace, keeping supersymmetry manifest all the time 
[20, 21, 22]. For N = (1,1) strings, one can simultaneously replace the left and right 
moving sectors by a Green-Schwarz-Berkovits type sigma model, yielding a covariant 
formulation of type II strings [20]. Here we extend this sequence to include heterotic 
N = (1,2) strings. 

The Green-Schwarz-Berkovits (GSB) sigma model contains in addition to the coor
dinates of 4d superspace an extra set of fields that are the momenta conjugate to the 
anti-commuting coordinates of 4d superspace. Different versions of N = 2 strings that 
include these momenta in the world-sheet description have previously been considered in 
[23, 24], The idea here, however, is different than the one employed in [23, 24], Instead 
of replacing the conventional N = 2 string with a new string theory, we combine an 
N = 2 string in the right-moving sector with a manifestly supersymmetric left-moving 
sector. In other words, in our approach the right sector yields the self-duality and the 
left sector the supersymmetry. In addition, the sigma model includes a time-like chiral 
boson p. At the same time, the N — 1 algebra on the world-sheet is enlarged to an 
N = 2 algebra. This N = 2 formulation is related to the usual N — 1 formulation via 
a non-local field redefinition. Since each sector contains a differently realized N = 2 
world-sheet supersymmetry it seems appropriate to call this model "type II heterotic". 
Because supersymmetry is kept manifest, there is no need to perform a GSO projection. 
The heterotic string with N = (1,2) world-sheet supersymmetry has a left-moving world-
sheet algebra which must contain in addition to the N = 1 super Virasoro algebra a null 
current. In our case, we have to do the same, because generally speaking the number of 
bosonic currents in the world-sheet chiral algebra should be greater than or equal to the 
number of timelike coordinates in target space. For the left-moving sector this is three, 
two from the target space of signature (2,2), and the third one is the timelike boson p. 
We will choose a particular null current involving the extra momenta. It is not clear 
whether with this choice of null current the N = 2 string is equivalent to a known N = 2 
string, and whether other consistent choices of null currents exist in our formulation. 

N = 2 strings naturally live in a target space of dimension four with signature (2,2). 
To write down the world-sheet action, one has to choose a complex structure in target-
space, thereby breaking the Lorentz group from 50(2,2) to U(l, 1). The group 17(1,1) 
is not able to distinguish between different spins of particles, so that every physical 
state transforms in the same way as a scalar. Furthermore, N = 2 strings have a U(l) 
symmetry that make spectral flow into a gauge symmetry, making it difficult to determine 
even the target-space statistics of a physical state. For example, in [25] it is claimed that 
N = 2 strings lead to self-dual N = 4 Yang-Mills and self-dual N — 8 supergravity, 
whereas in [12, 13, 14] only bosonic states were found (although the Zn models of [13] 
are somewhat reminiscent of theories involving superfields.) Also, in [26] fermions were 
found in the spectrum of N — 2 strings, but they seem to decouple from the theory. 
To some extent, these problems may be related to the precise definition of the N = 2 
string one is employing, but for a better understanding of these issues a more covariant 
formulation of the N — 2 string is clearly desirable. In [19] it is suggested that in order 
to arrive at a covariant N = 2 string field theory, one has to attach Lorentz indices to the 
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string field, but it is not clear if this can be used to arrive at a more covariant worldsheet 
formulation. 

A remarkable property of our formulation is that one can actually keep manifest 
50(2,2) Lorentz invariance in target space. This is possible because the GSB sector has 
manifest 50(2,2) invariance in target space. By developing a sigma model that keeps 
these symmetries manifest we achieve results that are manifestly 50(2,2) covariant. This 
means, of course, that in the process we sacrifice manifest worldsheet supersymmetry 
which we now have to check by hand. We will check the closure of the GSB N = 2 
superconformal algebra in the presence of curved background at tree and partially at 
oneloop level and the closure of the conventional N — 2 superconformal algebra at tree 
level. Checking the superconformal algebra in the GSB sector obviously does not break 
the target space Lorentz group. It is not obvious, though, that this will be true for the 
calculations in the right sector as well. Indeed, even to write down the superconformal 
generators one needs to choose a complex structure. So, any equation that follows from 
this sector will, in general, break the Lorentz invariance. It turns out, however, that this 
sector supplies no equations at all, and the 50(2,2) Lorentz group remains unbroken. 

The outline of this paper is as follows. In section two we describe the new N = 2 string 
propagating in a flat background, consider its spectrum and the linearized equations of 
motion for the target space fields, and discuss their relation with selfdual supergravity. 
In these calculations the Lorentz symmetry is explicitely broken to £7(1,1) simply by 
writing down the vertex operators. Only the crmodel calculations are explicitly 50(2,2) 
covariant. These are done in section three where we describe the new N = 2 string in a 
curved background, and confirm that the 4d sector of the string does indeed yield self

dual supergravity. Finally in section four we discuss possible implications of our results. 
The appendices describe our conventions and some more technical details and results. 

2 A New N = 2 String 

2 . 1 F l a t S p a c e 

The usual critical N — (2,2) string propagating in a flat fourdimensional background 
with signature (2,2) is in superconformal gauge described by the following action (con

ventions are given in appendix A) 

S=^j d2z(Va-ad<f>aBr ~ \vaadrr  ^a^X*), (21) 

where <f>a is a complex boson, and 0", Xa a r e complex fermions. The heterotic N — (1,2) 
string can be described by the same action plus an action describing only leftmoving 
degrees of freedom which we denote by 5,nt. The left moving chiral algebra consists of an 
N — 1 super Virasoro algebra and a super null current, with components with conformal 
weight 1/2 and 1 which we denote by jj^i ■ They are given by 

J null = ^aX + *aX + Jint 

Xull = iXadr + iX-adf + jL (2.2) 
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and are required to have vanishing OPE's. There are two possibilities, one can either 
take i7 i n t ' to be zero and Aa to be a null vector in (2,2) dimensions, or one can take 
Jint' non-zero. Taking Aa = 0 does not lead to a unitary theory. The central charge 
Cint of the internal theory Sint should be chosen such that it cancels the central charge 
c = +6 of the Ad matter fields and the central charges of the ghosts for the left-moving 
chiral algebra, c = —26 + 11 — 2 - 1 , yielding cint = 12. 

Following [27, 28, 29, 20, 21] we now replace the left-moving four-dimensional sec
tor by a Green-Schwarz-Berkovits type world-sheet theory. To make the right-moving 
N = 2 supersymmetry manifest, we write the action in (0,2) superspace [30] with anti-
commuting coordinates K, R. Define the following (0,2) superfields 

$a 

*a 

AQ 

e a 

A«i 

ed 

= (f>a + Klpa + KKd(f)a 

= <pa + K1pa - KRd(j)a 

— P a + KVa — K-Rdpa 

= 0° + KWa + KKdBa 

= Pa + Rva + nRdpa 

= 9& + Kwa - KRd6&. 

We no longer see the left-moving fermions %, but have instead the anti-commuting co
ordinates 9a,0a of 4d superspace, their conjugate momenta pa,Pa and some auxiliary 
fields. Out of these superfields we construct the following action 

S = h I ^KiVaa&BQ* - Aaea + AdGA) - ~ J d2zdPdp + Sint, (2.4) 

where p is a left-moving chiral boson that is inert under the right-moving N = 2 super-
symmetry. In components this action takes the form 

S = -, f d'z^ad^dr - Ivaadrr + PadF + Pad0«) 
a' J 2, 

~ j d2zdpdp + ^ j d2z(vawa + vaw") + Sint. (2.5) 

The commuting spinor fields va,Va,uja,wa are auxiliary and can be trivially integrated 
out. The left moving sector now coincides with that of the Green-Schwarz-Berkovits 
sigma model, except for 5j„t. The four-dimensional part of the left-moving sector has an 
N — 2 algebra, with central charge —3, consisting of +4 from </>, —8 from (d, 0) and +1 
from p. The N — 2 ghosts contribute —26 + 22 — 2 = —6. For unitarity, we still have 
to gauge a super null current, and the central charge of the internal sector is therefore 
given by Cjnt = 9 — cnuu, where cnuu is the central charge of the ghosts for the super null 
current. The null currents we will consider have components of weight 1/2 and 1. Such 
null currents can only exist if they form a chiral or anti-chiral multiplet with respect to the 
N = 2 algebra. Depending on whether the null current is bosonic or fermionic, we need 
to demand that Sint has a c = 1 2 or c — 6 N — 2 algebra respectively. This is a stronger 
condition than in the original heterotic N = (1,2) string, where it was only required 
to have a c = 12 N = 1 algebra. As the sigma model above does have target space 
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supersymmetry, the requirement that the internal sector has an N = 2 supersymmetry is 
probably equivalent to the requirement of target space supersymmetry. The structure of 
the null current and internal sector, and possible generalizations will be discussed below. 

Up to an overall factor of 1/a', the right-moving N = 2 algebra of (2.5) has generators 

T = -\vab(d^d^ + ̂ -^k) (2.6) 

H = i v ^ d r t W (2-7) 
H = iV2rj-ab^ad(l)b (2.8) 

J = W V (2-9) 

whereas the left-moving N = 2 algebra has generators 

J = -idp + Jint 

G = 1-7=eipdada + Gint 

G = —^=e-ipd«da + Gint 

T = ^(-lvakd<ftd^-padea-pad6&) + ±dpdp + Tint. (2.10) 

Here, we defined 

da - pa + i9&d(t>aa + ^e&9adea-^dad(d"ea) 

da = Pa+i9ad(j>aa + \9a9ad9a-^9ad(9a9a). (2.11) 

The target space supersymmetry generators are given by 

dz ( .„A„, . 1 
qa = f-^(pa-ie&d<t>a& + -ead(ed,6S) 

qa = / ^ (pd - i9ad<f>aa + \oad(9a9af) . (2.12) 

Notice that these generators only act on the left-moving sector, and they (trivially) 
commute with the right moving sector. In particular, both 8(j)aoc and ipaa are (trivially) 
inert under the target space SUSY. One can check that da and da are also inert. To 
make the target space SUSY manifest we further define the following variables that also 
commute with target space SUSY 

Uaa — d(j)aa - i9a89a + id9aBa 

Ua = 89a (2.13) 

These new variables are in fact given by 

UA = dzMEM
A (2.14) 
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where z = {(j)^, 9^,9^} are the superspace coordinates and EMA are the vielbeins of flat 
superspace that can be used to convert curved indices into flat indices. The vielbeins are 
one along the diagonal and the only non-zero off-diagonal elements are 

E(l
ai, = idil

&9a, Ell
a& = i6lt

a6&. (2.15) 

With these variables one may rewrite the flat space model in a manifestly supersym-
metric form, 

S = h l ^^l11^^- + ^ + ^ + ^ n S B B A - °^8p8p - \vaadrr) + Sint 
(2.16) 

where we introduced an anti-symmetric tensor field BBA whose only non-zero components 
are 

B/3,aa — ~ iCptfiei- Bf3,aa = -iCpa9a 

Covariant derivatives are in flat superspace given by VA = EAM8M, where the inverse 
vielbein EAM has one on the diagonal and off-diagonal components 

Ea^ = - i S ^ , Ea^ = -ida^, (2.18) 

as follows from (2.15). From this we deduce that the non-zero torsion (see appendix A) 
of flat superspace is in our conventions given by 

TcJ* = -2i<Jtt V - (2.19) 

Associated to the anti-symmetric tensor field in (2.17) is a non-zero field strength HABG-
With curved indices it is given by HMNP = \8\MBNP) which in terms of flat indices 
becomes 

1 1 
HABC = J^[ABBC) — jT[AB B\D\c)- (2.20) 

The only non-zero components of H are 

and its permutations. 
It remains to define the null current for (2.5) to make the theory complete. It seems 

very complicated to keep track of the null current in the field redefinition that leads one 
from the RNS to the Green-Schwarz-Berkovits formulation. Therefore, our approach will 
be to find a null current that satisfies the required properties. As mentioned above, the 
null currents should be part of a chiral or anti-chiral multiplet of the N = 2 algebra. In 
addition, they should preserve target space supersymmetry. This more or less uniquely 
fixes the null currents to be of the form 

Jnill = ^Uada 

Jx
null = UaIla. (2.22) 

The spinor ua can be either bosonic or fermionic. If it is bosonic, the central charge of 
the internal sector has to be Q„t = 6, if it is fermionic Cjnt = 12. Naively, one would think 
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that the internal sector has to be a meromorphic conformal field theory, in order to have 
a modular invariant partition function. No such theories with c = 6 are known; for c = 12 
one particular example has been constructed in [31], see also [15, 16, 17, 18]. It consists 
of 8 fermions and 8 bosons compactified on an Eg lattice. Therefore, one would be more 
inclined to consider only the case where ua is fermionic. On the other hand, from the 
point of view of the generators (2.22) a bosonic ua seems more natural. In addition, the 
modular transformation properties of the four-dimensional part of the theory are already 
quite intricate, and it is not clear what the precise conditions on the internal sector are 
in order to guarantee modular invariance. We will therefore in the remainder consider 
the case of a bosonic spinor ua, and discuss the modifications that have to be made for 
a fermionic spinor in section 4. 

A bosonic spinor ua is automatically null, and gives rise to the required vanishing 
OPE between Jnuii a n d Jnvii- The latter contains a term ~ eipuaua/(z — w)2. Such 
terms cannot be cancelled by anything from the internal sector. Therefore, (2.22) can
not be modified so as to include any contribution from the internal sector. It is at 
present not clear whether there is a, perhaps different, possibility to construct null cur
rents that do include contributions from the internal sector. Alternatively, one could 
imagine introducing a null current that forms an unconstrained representation of the 
world-sheet N — 2 algebra, in which case the internal sector would have to be modified. 
An example of a full null current that does not break target space SUSY is given by 
Uaa(Uaa, daUaev, dan.ae~ip,U.aIla), where Uaa is a null vector. This is the supersym-
metrization of the usual choice of null current in conventional N = 2 strings, our chiral 
null current being sort of its square root. It turns out, however, that introducing such a 
full null current trivializes the theory. 

2 .2 V e r t e x O p e r a t o r s 

We now turn to a description of the spectrum of the N = 2 string. The spectrum of N = 2 
strings has been studied in detail, see e.g. [12, 13, 14, 32, 26, 33, 34]. These results need 
to be combined with the results for the spectrum of the Green-Schwarz-Berkovits [29, 20]. 
The spectrum of the pure N = 2 string consists of one scalar, the Lee-Yang scalar that 
describes self-dual gravity. In our case this scalar field is promoted to a scalar superfield 
W(x,9). Due to the presence of the null-current, it is not an unconstrained superfield. 
The constraints will be discussed below. Let G, G be the world-sheet supersymmetry 
generators of the left-movers, and H, H the world-sheet supersymmetry generators of the 
right-movers. Then the 4-D integrated vertex operators corresponding to W(x, 9) reads 

V = J d2z{G, {G, {H+, {H~,W(x, 9)}}}}, (2.23) 

where {A, B} denotes the single pole in the OPE of A with B. In addition, there are 
states in the theory coming from the internal sector. These are described by integrated 
vertex operators of the form 

V* = J d2z{H+, {H-, {G, Mjft} + {G, M&}}} (2.24) 

where M\(x, 9) is a real chiral superfield, M\(x, 9) is a real anti-chiral superfield (in space 
with signature (2,2) one can have real chiral superfields [2]) and £1, fi are chiral (anti-
chiral) primaries of the internal N = 2 superconformal algebra with conformal weight 
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1/2. If the internal sector is represented by two free N = 2 superfields, there are 2 chiral 
and 2 anti-chiral primaries of conformal weight 1/2, and % runs from 1 to 2. For other 
internal sectors, needed e.g. for alternative choices of null current, the index i may take 
on a different set of values. We will suppress the superscript i for the time being. The 
W, Mi, M2 are regular superfields in target-space, and are not allowed to depend on ipa. 
The on-shell conditions for the vertex operators yield the following linearized equations 
of motion, 

D2W = D2W = [3W = 0 (2.25) 

and 
D2MX = D2M2 = 0. (2.26) 

Here, Da, Da are the standard (rigid) covariant derivatives in superspace. In addition, the 
vertex operators (2.23) and (2.24) have certain gauge invariances. The ones associated 
with the right-moving sector imply that W, Mi and Mi can be chosen not to depend on 
LP4, a fact already used above, whereas the ones associated with the left-moving sector 
read 

5W = A + A (2.27) 

where A and A are chiral and anti-chiral superfields respectively. 
This is not yet the full story, because the vertex operators should also preserve the 

world-sheet gauge invariance generated by the null currents. The spin-one component of 
the null current generates the transformation 8da = eua and leaves all other world-sheet 
fields invariant. Thus 5{G, {G, W(x,9)},} ~ {G,eipuaDaW(x,9)}, and this vanishes if 

uaDaW(x,9) = 0. (2.28) 

In a similar way we find that Mi should satisfy 

uQDaM1(x,9) = 0, (2.29) 

and that there is no new equation emerging for M2. In addition, the Hilbert space of the 
theory should be identified with its spectral flow generated by the £7(1) current. This 
leads to extra gauge invariances4 

8W(x,9) = uaDaY(x,9), 5Mi(x,6) = vPDaYfae) (2.30) 

with Y\ such that it preserves the chirality of Mi. 
Let us first analyze the internal sector. The second equation in (2.26) imply that 

the component fields of real anti-chiral superfield M2 satisfy the usual linearized field 
equations. We shall now show that the equation (2.29) together with the gauge invariance 
in (2.30) completely eliminate M\. Indeed, equation (2.29) is solved by 

Mi = uaDaN (2.31) 

where N is such that Mi is chiral but otherwise arbitrary. One may clearly choose Y\ 
such that Mi is gauged away. 

4The null vector is associated with a first class constraint and, therefore, should "kill twice", once by 
imposing the constraint and once by the gauge invariance it generates 
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Let us now consider the 4D vertex operator. One can go from the gauge variant 
prepotential W to a gauge invariant field strength W& in the usual way 

Wa = D2DaW; Wa = D2DaW (2.32) 

Equations (2.25) imply 

D2Wa = 0; D2Wa = 0, DWa = 0. (2.33) 

In addition, we have the equation (2.28) that now becomes 

uaWa = 0 (2.34) 

This equation is solved by 
Wa = uaX (2.35) 

where X satisfies the equations that follow from (2.33) but it is otherwise arbitrary. The 
null gauge invariance (2.30), in turn, reads 

SWa = ]-uaD2D2Y; SWa = -2iuadaaD2W = 0 (2.36) 

From this one can derive that the null gauge invariance can be used to gauge away Wa. A 
somewhat more detailed analysis of both the spacetime and internal sector in components 
can be found in appendix B. 

We, thus, see that in the AD sector the linearized field equation are given by the 
equation Wa = 0. This equation describes £7(1) self-dual SYM theory [2], and as such 
contains 1 + 1 degrees of freedom. The fermionic one is the Majorana-Weyl fermion Xa 
and the bosonic one is the Yang-Lee scalar describing the self-dual field strength. We 
shall shortly see that these degrees of freedom can be consistently identified with one 
helicity component of the gravitino and graviton, respectively. 

To summarize, the spectrum consist of 1+1 components coming from the 4D part, 
and q(l +1) real components from Mi, where q is the number of (anti)chiral primaries of 
weight 1/2 of the internal sector. There is no conventional target space action that can 
describe these degrees of freedom since one cannot write down a fermionic kinetic term 
for any of these multiplets. 

Let us now show that the equations of motion we have found are consistent with 
those of self-dual supergravity. For this, we want to show that the N = 1 SD SUGRA 
equation Wal31 = 0 (but Wh^ ^ 0) [2] reduces after we choose a complex structure, at 
the linearized level and in a specific gauge and Lorentz frame to the equation Wa — 0 
(but Wa 7̂  0) satisfied by the vertex operators. 

The gravitino field strength at the linearized level is given by the following formula 
(up to irrelevant numerical factors; see [35], equation (5.2.4)) 

Wafh = D2D{a8/H^, (2.37) 

W^V = D2D{a8%Hm), (2.38) 
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where Da, Da are the flat superspace covariant derivatives (we are working at the lin
earized level) and H& is the SUGRA prepotential (in [35] this prepotential is denoted by 
Ha). These equations are invariant under the following gauge transformations 

SHa = 8&X (2.39) 

We fix this gauge invariance by setting 

d&H& = 0 (2.40) 

One can solve this relation by expressing Ha is terms of a prepotential B^, 

Ha = &Bba, (2.41) 

Expressing Bob (which is antisymmetric in a, b) in terms of its Lorentz irreducible (i.e. 
symmetric in their indices) components Bap and B&^ in the usual way we get 

H^ = 8aWh + 8n0B^ (2.42) 

Then, the gravitino field strength takes the form 

WaPl = D2D{adph^Bh-l-UD2D{aBpl), (2.43) 

W&h = D2D{ad^8^)BPl-l-UD2D{aBh). (2.44) 

Let us now consider the specific Lorentz frame in which only p1 — p3 ^ 0 (p1 and p3 

are real). Such a choice is possible since we are on-shell. In complex coordinates (with 
the complex structure of appendix A), we have 

p++ = -p_L = -ip+- = -ip-+ (2.45) 

One may now work out WaPl and W&g^. The result is 

W+++ = -3D2D+W 

W++- = -D2D„W-2iD2D+W 

W+— = D2D+W - 2it)2DJN 

W+++ = 3D2D-W (2.46) 

where 
W = 2p2

++(Bu - B- + 2iB+i.) (2.47) 

To get the result for W^ one simply replaces dotted by undotted indices and vice versa. 
One may verify that the reality of Ha implies 

5 + + = - £ _ _ ; £ + _ = - 5 + _ (2.48) 

and similar results for B&*. With these reality properties W is real. 
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Let us now define 
Wa = D2DaW (2.49) 

(one can similarly define Wa)- Obviously the condition WQ/?7 — 0 implies precisely 
Wa = 0 and in addition W&^ and Wa are not set equal to zero. Hence, the SD equation 
Wap~f = 0 after choosing a complex structure, at the linearized level and in a specific 
gauge and Lorentz frame, is precisely the equation satisfied by the VO's. 

Finally, we give the relation between the components of the SUGRA multiplet and 
the components of the linearized analysis (the components of the SUGRA are given in 
[35], equation (5.2.8)) 

Xa = D2DaW\ = 2paLD2DaHaL\ ~paLi\)a,~ (2.50) 

fap = DlaWfl\ = Up-&p{J[Dfn,Dfi]H-&\~p-&plJhff)0t_& (2.51) 

D = DaWa\ = 2pJDaD2DaH_ii\ ~ p_dA_d (2.52) 

where haa is the conformal graviton, ipaa,p is the conformal gravitino and Aa is the 
auxiliary vector of conformal supergravity. (Notice that the projection definition of Aa 
involves also a term proportional to eabCd- This term, however, drops out in our gauge). 

3 The New N = 2 String in an Arbi t rary Background 

So far we have focused on the vertex operators of the theory, and the linearized equations 
of motion they satisfy. In this section we will couple the new N = 2 string to an arbitrary 
curved background. In order for the background to be compatible with the world-sheet 
symmetries, several constraints have to be satisfied. The main result will be that the 
constraints are exactly those that describe self-dual supergravity, confirming the results 
from the previous section. 

The action (2.16) can easily be put in a curved background, by simply taking the 
vielbeins and anti-symmetric tensor to be arbitrary rather than those of flat superspace. 
Upon expanding them to first order around a flat background we should recover the 
massless vertex operators of the previous section. However, one then sees that (2.16) 
is not yet complete, because the massless vertex operators do contain terms bilinear in 
the right-moving fermions ip, and we need to include such terms in the action as well. 
These terms are completely fixed by requiring the right-moving sector to have N = 2 
supersymmetry, and we find for the action in a curved background (with the background 
fields coming from the internal sector turned off) 

5 = -t fd2z(lVabu^+dana + dan" + liiAiiBBBA 
a' J 2 ~ 2 

-~8p8p + Vab*p-Wb- + K^-Tcja + d^c-TcJa) + Sint. (3.1) 

Here, V is the pull-back of the target space covariant derivative to the world-sheet, 

V ^ a = d^a + UB ]^miMi& + UBfMf + TBY, #*], (3.2) 
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where u and V are the spin and £/(l) connections in target space. One could also imagine 
adding a term Ii-ipty-TCba to the action. However, such a term is incompatible with the 
local target space £7(1) invariance given by 

<SIIa - 0, SUa = - ^ A n Q , 6U& = ^AU&, 5da = ]-kda, 5da = ~Ada, Siffi- = 0 (3.3) 

and, in addition, breaks N = 2 world-sheet supersymmetry. 
The generators of the world-sheet chiral and anti-chiral algebras read as follows. The 

generators of the left-moving N = 2 are 

J = 

G = 

G = 

T -

= —idp 

J-PJOtA 

iaW8a' 

c~ipd6ld 
ia'-\/8a' 

-> —- 1 --Ua6lU ■ 
a'[ 2 aa Ua&Uaa - daU

a - daU
& + -dpdp ] . (3.4) 

The generators of the null current are still of the form (2.22), 

7-V2 _ pip.,arf 
'-'null — e U Ua 'null 

Jlu = uaUa. (3.5) 

The generators of the right-moving N = 2 algebra read 

T = -^(?7a6(^n^ + ^ v ^ ) + n ^ ^ T ^ ) 

H~ = ^ ( ( r ? a 6 - / a 6 ) r n ^ + V^V£Cs6a) 

J = ^M^k- (3-6) 
where lab is the complex structure that satisfies 

lab = -Iba] Igbl~ = 8gT (3.7) 

and Cabc, C~bc are tensors to be determined and that vanish in the flat space limit. One 
may easily check that in the flat space limit this algebra correctly reduces to the correct 
N = 2 algebra. 

We will first analyze the constraints coming from N — 2 world-sheet supersymmetry, 
postponing the analysis of the null current to section 3.3. We find that the left-moving 
N = 2 supersymmetry imposes exactly the same set of constraints as in the case of the 
heterotic string (see [21]). The right movers yield only one constraint, namely V7ia6 = 0, 
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and fix 0 ^ to be of the form (3.31). This is a highly non-trivial calculation, the details 
of which follow below. 

The equations of motion of (3.1) read 

0 = n a - i>H-T<*a = 0 (3.8) 

0 - V^a + nfySTcab - d^TcaS (3.9) 

The field equation for the fields n - and d- differ from the field equations we found in 
[21] by terms bilinear in the fermion fields ip-. This means that the tree level constraints 
that follow from the left-moving sector are the ones found in [21] plus possibly some new 
constraints due to the extra terms. The former ones supplemented by a maximal set of 
conventional constraints was solved in [21] to yield the following supergravity algebra 

{Va.V/j} = 

{Va.V^} = 

[V„,V6] = 

[V„,V6] = 

= o, 
= -2iVap-AiHhMaT + AiHiaMf + AiHpaY, 

= - 2 V / S ^ M a ^ 

+[-2iCapWfjj + Ch{V{aH^ - l-Ca^H\)\Mf< 

+WpHfiaY 

= {-2#d/3Va/3 

+ [~0Q/3V(diV + Cap{-\C\a\^Hm) + WV)]V7 

+ Cap {^{aW^ + J(C*aVtf|4ff*M +a~0) 

+-CaiC pVeVeHiej + -0Q/3V7V(aH'/3) 

1 
-Ca0VsV{aH^5Y + c.c.} 

MP 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

where 'c.c ' denotes our definition of complex conjugation (not to be confused with the 
usual complex conjugation which in a space of signature (2,2) does not mix dotted and 
undotted indices), which acts as follows on the various objects 

(Va)t = Va; (Oa/3)t = C&$; (M/ ) t = M / ; (y)t = -Y; (3.14) 

(Va)f = -Va; (HpJ^Hap; {Wap^^W^. (3.15) 
and, in addition, does not reverse the order of factors, namely (AB)*1 — A^BK Wap^ is a 
completely symmetric chiral superfield, 

ViWVr = 0, (3.16) 

and H^p is defined in terms of HABC by 

Habc = C^aC^pHap — C^pGyaHpa- (3-1') 
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Wapy and Hap satisfy the following differential relations 

V„ffa = 0, V ¥ i a / ! = ^{ai^Hm + ^ V ( o | % , W ^ = 0. (3.18) 

Furthermore, all the components of the field strength HABC vanish except the ones that 
are given in (3.17) and (2.21). Compactly, we have 

TABC + {-l)AB2HABc = 0. (3.19) 

The remaining field equations now take the form 

Vd« = ip^iU^Rdabc + UT^CaS + 2VaHM) 

+n\Roab_&-AiH^)+d^aT!M] 

v n a - -2n f i n a #j^ - nsTgAfg 

+lpb-^[n±(Rsm + 2HelabH^ + ZVdHcJa ~ 2Va#c6d) 

+U-(RaSbc + WjjHgbg) 

+rf£(V„r£6g - 4TM# f i sa)] (3.20) 

We want to determine whether (3.1) is indeed invariant under the symmetries gener
ated by (3.4), (3.6). First, we check whether the terms bilinear in fermions bring in any 
new equations in the analysis of the left sector. Using the d field equation and ignoring 
the terms which are proportional to d2 as these terms can be removed by modifying the 
transformation rule of the gravitini that couple to the supersymmetry currents (see [21]) 
we get that the following three equations should hold 

Rdabc + 2iT^0Ca6 + 2Vai7c&d = 0 (3.21) 

R^ ~ 4*ffAaj = 0 (3.22) 

V « r ^ = 0. (3.23) 

A direct computation, which consist of substituting the relevant expressions from the 
supergravity algebra for the tensors involved shows that all of them are automatically 
satisfied. This means that the extra terms bilinear in the fermions produce no new 
equations. 

We now move to the analysis of the right moving sector. Conservation of the £7(1) 
current dJ = 0 implies the following three equations 

V7/o6 = 0 (3.24) 

VJab + 2Id[aHb]cd = 0 (3.25) 

hloThUj = 0 (3.26) 

The last two conditions actually follow from the first one as we now show. Equation 
(3.25) simply follows from the equation 

{V7,V7}/a6 = 0. (3.27) 
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Differentiating (3.25) by V* yields equation (3.26). To get this result one may use the 
following identities 

[V«,V6]V; = - 2 i r ^ l / 7 , (3.28) 

[VQ, V<JV7 = 2CyaVf,H$
sVs, (3.29) 

Taa,pp,-y ~ ^ya,pp,a ~ iCoey^pH&P (3.30) 

In these identities V& is assumed to have the £7(1) charge of its index, namely 1/2 if the 
index is undotted and —1/2 if the index is dotted. One may use the first two identities 
to derive how commutators act on tensors. (One has to be careful, however, when the 
£7(1) charge of the tensor is different from the one its indices indicate.) 

The condition in (3.25) is the familiar condition that the complex structure should 
be covariantly constant with respect to a connection with torsion. In our case, however, 
this is a derived condition! As is usual in supersymmetric theories, there is a more 
fundamental spinorial condition in lower (mass) dimension. This condition states that 
the complex structure is both chiral and anti-chiral. In flat space this condition correctly 
implies that the complex structure is constant. 

Having analyzed the £7(1) current we now turn to the two supersymmetry currents. 
The equation dH^ = 0 involves terms linear in the fermions ip- and terms cubic in the 
fermions ip-. The ones linear in the fermions vanish upon using the equations (3.25) and 
(3.26). The ones cubic in the fermion field yield six equations that contain two unknowns, 
the tensors C^a. It is an excellent consistency check that this system of equations does 
have a unique solution. The computations involved are similar to the ones we already 
presented so far but considerably more complicated. The details can be found in appendix 
C. Here we only give the final solution for Cfba, 

\ 
Ccba — o (_2i7c6a ± h\cHba]d) (3.31) 

This almost concludes the discussion of the anti-holomorphic N = 2 algebra. We only 
have to show that the stress-energy tensor f in (3.6) is conserved, dT = 0. For this we 
do not have to do any complicated analysis, we simply observe T is the Noether current 
for the symmetry z —► z + e(z), which automatically guarantees dT — 0. 

3.1 The dilaton 

In the previous section we have discussed how to couple the N = 2 string to an arbitrary 
curved background, except for the dilaton. Although we have not worked out the precise 
form of the dilaton vertex operator, it can be included in the action using a suitable 
generalization of the FradkinTseytlin term [20, 21]. The form of this term can be de

termined by looking at the geometry of a super worldsheet. In the case of the heterotic 
string one has to consider a super worldsheet with N = (2,0) supersymmetries, in the 
case of the heterotic N = 2 string we have a holomorphic and antiholomorphic N = 2 
algebra and the relevant worldsheet geometry is that of N = (2,2) superspace. In the 
formulation of [36] there are four types of worldsheet supercurvatures, that are (anti)

chiral and twisted (anti)chiral from the worldsheet point of view. In order to write down 
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a supersymmetric world-sheet action, these four types of curvatures have to couple to 
target space fields with the same world-sheet properties. (Anti)-chirality for the holomor-
phic N — 2 algebra translates directly into (anti)-chirality for the target space fields, as 
one sees from the OPE's {G, <j)} ~ Vai>, {G, </>} ~ V&0. Similarly, the OPE's show that 
(anti)-chirality with respect to the anti-holomorphic N = 2 translates into the property 
(rjab ± Iabj^bjp = 0. These are the (anti)-holomorphic derivatives in target space, and we 
see that a world-sheet chiral superfield is a target space holomorphic chiral superfield, a 
world-sheet twisted chiral superfield is a target space anti-holomorphic chiral superfield, 
etc. We denote the sum of the target space holomorphic and anti-holomorphic chiral 
superfields by <f>, and the sum ot the target space holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 
anti-chiral superfields by 4>. Once the form of the Fradkin-Tseytlin term has been deter
mined, one can go to superconformal gauge. Then there is no dilaton-dependent term in 
the action anymore, except for a coupling between the p-field and the dilaton, and the 
only place the dilaton appears is in the generators of the N — 2 algebras. The dilaton 
contributions to the holomorphic N = 2 algebra are identical to the ones derived in [21]. 
The contributions to the anti-holomorphic N = 2 generators can be derived in a similar 
way, but since we will not need those results we will not present them here. 

After inclusion of the dilaton, the action still has the local £7(1) invariance given in 
(3.3), if one also varies p, </), (f> as follows 

< 5 0 = - 1 A , H = ]-K, 6p = iA. (3.32) 

As in [21], it will be convenient to redefine p so that it becomes a £7(l)-invariant 
quantity, by defining 

P^p-i{<t>-4>). (3.33) 
After this redefinition, p itself is a chiral boson that does not couple to any of the other 
fields in the theory, and it can be quantized exactly. We need to do so in order to perform 
an expansion in a' in the theory; the field p does not carry a factor of a' in the action, 
and therefore an arbitrary number of loops for the p-field contributes to the theory at a 
given order in a'. 

In the presence of an additional null current in the superconformal algebra it is in prin
ciple possible to introduce another dilaton-like field, that couples in a Fradkin-Tseytlin 
term to the curvature of the £7(1) gauge field needed to gauge the null current. We have 
not examined whether or not it is consistent to introduce such a field but it would be 
interesting to know if it is at all possible, and whether there is a corresponding state in 
the cohomology of the N = 2 string. 

3.2 The internal sector 

Until now we have suppressed the internal sector. One may turn on the corresponding 
background fields by including terms in the sigma model of the form[20] 

Sint = J d2z{H+, {H-, {G, M'Cl}}} (3.34) 

where M% is set of q real anti-chiral superfields and i7 ± ,G are the generators of the 
left and right superconformal algebra in a curved background (3.4)-(3.6). Including 
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these terms into the action partially changes the analysis of the previous section since 
now the worldsheet field equations receive contributions from the internal sector and 
there are additional vertices to be taken into account into our 1-loop and beta function 
computation. One may easily verify that the new terms in the field equations contain a 
factor exp ip. This factor is essential so that one does not run into problems already at 
tree level. The same factor, however, presents the most serious obstacle in computing 
the contribution of the internal sector to the one loop results. We have been using a 
hybrid method that treats the p field exactly and the rest of the fields perturbatively in 
a'. This seems quite difficult in the presence of the internal sector since now the p field 
does not decouple from the rest of the fields. We shall not discuss the internal sector in 
the remainder of this section. 

3.3 The null current 

So far our results were generic for any heterotic (1,2) string, regardless of the choice of 
null current. In this section we analyze what further constraints we have to impose on 
the background in order to incorporate the null current (2.22) into the theory. The null 
currents, after incorporating the dilaton and the redefinition of the p-field, read 

Jnil = eipe^uada, Xull = uaUa. (3.35) 

First, we examine the conditions imposed by requiring that the null currents be 
holomorphic. In fact, as in [21], we will only require the weaker condition that 8J is 
proportional to J. The weaker condition guarantees that, at tree level, we can still gauge 
the N — 2 algebra together with the null current, and the theory is well-defined. Using 
the equations of motion for the background fields (3.8), (3.9), (3.20) and the auxiliary 
identity 

VIP4 - VTP4 = -UBUCTCBA (3.36) 

we find the following set of equations 

uTcta = 0 

Vb_ua = 0 

uaV5Taa - ( V l u * ) ! ^ = P*us 

Tj-V5ua-u&V5T^a = Q±ua (3.37) 

for some tensors Pgb, Qcb- These equations are not all independent. The second equation 
in (3.37) implies in particular [V&, Vjtta = 0, and this implies both the third equation 
with Pbc = 0, and the fourth equation, with Qa ~ F^. 

3.4 Background Field Expansion 

To further analyze the theory we will compute some of the OPE's between the vari
ous generators. The techniques are identical to those described in [21]. The only new 
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ingredient is the presence of the fermions ip&. For these, the background field rules read 

A ^ a = 0 , (3.38) 

A(VVa) = IiBycRCB-^d- (3.39) 

After performing the background field expansion, we will give the fermions a background 
expectation value by replacing ip- —> ip- + t/jf. In addition to the background field 
expansion presented in [21], there are now two kinds of additional terms. One kind 
comes from the terms containing fermions ipa, the other from terms containing LI. The 
latter is no longer zero but rather satisfies the field equation given in (3.8). Loops are 
computed as in [21] by treating the fermions ip- in the same way as da, ya-

Using the techniques described above, we examine the treelevel OPE between G and 
Jnuii- We will not consider the contributions of the dilaton to the treelevel OPE. As 
discussed in [21], in many cases these contributions are ambiguous and can be put equal 
to zero either by adding total derivatives to the action, or by modifying the background 
field expansion of the <ifield. The treelevel OPE between G and JnUu should have a 
single pole which is proportional to 8(Jnuii)- A straightforward calculation shows that 
this is only true if 

Vua = -Vau
pHp. (3.40) 

From this we deduce two new equations for ua, namely VpUa = 0 and V(aup) — 0. 
Further constraints can be found by considering the OPE between Jnuii and J^uii- That 
OPE contains a single pole with a coefficient proportional to ua(^avP)T\.p. This can only 
vanish if Vaup = 0. Putting everything together, we have derived that VAW/3 = 0, i.e. up 
should be a covariantly constant bosonic null spinor. This is the most natural generaliza

tion of the constant spinor up to curved superspace. By computing [VA, VB]U 7 = 0 we 
can now derive further consistency conditions that the background fields have to satisfy. 
One finds 

\/Aup = 0 =*► H&pup = TaJu^ = 0. (3.41) 

From here on, one could in principle proceed and compute further OPE's in order to 
check the rest of the N — 2 algebra. Before doing so, it is useful to first impose as many 
constraints as possible on the background fields in order to simplify the calculations. In 
the analysis of the vertex operators we used spectral flow to argue that certain operators 
could be identified with each other. In particular, if one obtains the constraint uaVaM — 
0 from the null current, the identification under spectral flow can be used to choose 
VQM = 0. Spectral flow acts on vertex operators by multiplication by exp(w fz Jnuii) 
which in flat space reduces to exp(uua9a)- It acts on each vertex operator independently, 
and one can choose a different parameter u for each choice of momentum of the vertex 
operator. These expressions clearly indicate the difference between the RNS formulation 
of the (1,2) strings and our new formulation. In the former the £7(1) current generates 
a gauge invariance that kills one (or two) spacetime bosonic coordinates. In our case 
the null current effectively kills one fermionic coordinate instead. The vertex operators 
contain prepotentials, whereas the action contains potentials, and it is quite hard to 
see precisely how spectral flow affects the various background fields, connections, etc. 
Our philosophy will be that if the nullcurrent gives rise to a constraint of the form 
ua(something) = 0, then one should be able to choose (something = 0) as well. One 
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advantage of this is that there will be no constraints that explicitly depend on ua anymore, 
and as in the case of the vertex operators the null current imposes a covariant set of 
constraints. In particular, we will choose the constraints 

Tab7 = Hap = 0 (3.42) 

from now on. Indeed, these equations are Lorentz covariant and do not depend on the 
choice of ua. This reflects the fact that Majorana-Weyl fermions exist in 2 + 2 dimen
sions and, therefore, one can effectively kill one fermionic direction without breaking the 
Lorentz group. By imposing the constraints (3.42) the only nonzero fields left in the the
ory are the dilaton and W&^. The supergravity algebra obtained after imposing (3.42) 
reads 

{V a ,V^} = 0, 

{Va.V^} = -2iVap, 

[V«,Vfe] = -2iCa!3WpJM0\ 

[vd,vj = 0, 
[Va,Vj = CQ/3(^/V7 + ^ V ( ^ / > M ^ ) , (3.43) 

So far, we ignored the condition that the complex structure has to be covariantly constant, 
and one may worry that this condition imposes further constraints on the background 
fields. The complex structure can be written as 

lab = Caplap + Caplap, (3.44) 

where Iap and I&p are symmetric. In order for I to square to the identity matrix, we need 
that either Iap — 0 or 1^ = 0. In our case, the most natural choice that is compatible 
with (3.43) is to take 7 = 0 . One immediately verifies that covariant constancy of lap 
does not lead to any further constraints on the background fields, which validates our 
original claim that the right-moving part of the new N = 2 string does not lead to any 
new equations. 

One may wonder whether or not it is possible to relax some of the conditions given 
in (3.42) and still arrive at a consistent string theory. It would certainly be interesting 
to investigate this further. Therefore, when some of the results presented below are to 
our knowledge still valid after relaxing some of the conditions in (3.42), we will make a 
comment to this effect. We already notice, however, that the number of degrees of freedom 
left after imposing (3.42) is in agreement with the analysis of the vertex operators. 

3.5 Further tree-level and one-loop results 

As a further consistency check of this N = 2 string we have made a partial check of the 
OPE's of the holomorphic N = 2 algebra. After imposing (3.42), the tree-level OPE's 
between the null currents come out correct. Notice that due to the presence of the p-field 
in J^l, which satisfies the OPE eip^eip{w^> ~ e2ip^/(z - w) + . . . , we have to keep terms 
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with up to two background fields in its OPE (counting ip& as 1/2 background field). The 
tree-level diagrams for the OPE's of G, G with G, G and the null current also yield the 
right results. If we drop the condition Hap = 0 but keep T ^ = 0, the only vertex in 
the action contributing to the OPE of G with J^l itself is -2% J d2zDay

l3yp&Hpa. The 
result is proportional to Hpaua, which vanishes. If we also drop the constraint Vaup — 0 
but keep V(aup) = 0, the OPE of G with J^u can still work if we add a suitable total 
derivative to the action and use the identity V<* V i ^ ~ Ha&up. 

At one-loop level we also considered the diagrams that contribute to the OPE's of 
G, G, Jnuii with themselves. Again, everything works out correctly. If one assumes Tab* — 
0 but keeps Hap unconstrained, there are still many simplifications. For example, the 
action contains no vertices / d2(Vya)yBiplgipig or / d V ( V y B ) ^ £ s ^ , a n d t h e 0 P E ' S o f 

G, G with themselves are still OK. The other one-loop diagrams are more complicated 
and it seems at first sight quite unlikely that there would be any chance that their sum 
vanishes unless we impose Hap = 0. 

We have not computed any further OPE's. In the case of the heterotic string we found 
the field equations from the OPE of T with G and T with T, and noticed that these can 
at the same time be derived using a conventional beta-function calculation. Here, we 
will assume the same relation holds, and proceed by doing a much faster beta-function 
calculation. The results will show that the background has to be Ricci-flat. This is the 
usual condition in order to have a conventional N — 2 algebra, strongly suggesting that 
the anti-holomorphic N — 2 algebra will also persist at one-loop. We will therefore not 
perform any diagrammatic analysis to check the anti-holomorphic algebra either. 

3.6 Beta-function calculation 

The conventional beta-function calculation can be performed along the same lines as 
explained in [22]. The idea is to find all UV divergent contributions to the effective 
action at one-loop, and to cancel the resulting conformal anomaly using the dilaton. In 
contrast to the case of the heterotic string discussed in [22], there are several different 
one-loop diagrams that contribute. The new diagrams all have one background UA or 
D- field sticking out, and two background ■*/>-s, but not all at the same vertex. All of 
them can be worked out in a straightforward fashion using dimensional regularization. 
The only point that has to be treated with some care is the fact the some diagrams have 
cancelling UV and IR divergences, and in order to isolate the UV divergence we have to 
first subtract out the IR divergence. The results, not assuming any constraints coming 
from a null current, are given in appendix D. Here we will discuss the results specialized 
to the case where we impose in addition T^ = Hap — 0. 

Inserting T^ — Hap = 0 into the results in appendix D yields the equations 

0 = \^-Rcaf1 + \^aTgrVa^ + 4>) 

+ \T9J^a^0 + 4>) + \Rd,f9^d(<t> + ft (3-45) 

0 = ^-Rcafg + l^aTa/Vp^ + ft 
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-\TgJVaV0 + ft + ̂ Rdafg^d^ + ft (3.46) 

0 = TgJv2(ct> + ft (3.47) 

1 1 1 • -

+\VdTgJaVd{(l> + ft~ T[Lka\Hg]§dVd((i> + ft (3.48) 

0 = VpVa(<f> + ft (3.49) 

0 = VpVa{<t> + ft- (3.50) 

Quite interestingly, using (3.49) and (3.50) one can show that all the dilaton terms in 
(3.45), (3.46) and (3.48) vanish. For example, (3.49) and_(3.50) imply V&Va(</> + ft = 0 
and by antisymmetrizing in a and b we find Tab̂ V7(</> + ft — 0. From here we conclude 
that V7(</> + ft = 0._ Similarly, [V£> V/j]Va(^ + ft = 0 implies RdabcVd((t> + ft = 0, 
and [V£, V6]VQ(0 + 0) = 0 implies Rdabc^di^ + 0) = 0, etc. Equation (3.47) is now 
satisfied since the dilaton, in addition to being chiral, also satisfies V2^ + Va(f>Va<P = 
V20 + Va</>VQ</> = 0. These relations can be seen by examining the OPE of G with itself 
and also follow from the low-energy effective action presented in [21]. 

The precise interpretation of these statements is not entirely clear. We already noticed 
that <f> + 4> is a sum of a target space holomorphic and anti-holomorphic function. The 
results above show it is also the sum of a world-sheet holomorphic and anti-holomorphic 
function. The fact that the dilaton decouples from the field equations may either mean 
that it is always forced to be a constant, or that it plays the role of some kind of Lagrange 
multiplier in the theory. It would be very interesting to see if this can be related to the 
results of [37] who showed that in order to restore target space covariance in the N — 2 
string one has to let the dilaton transform in a non-trivial way under target space Lorentz 
transformations. We have not performed a detailed analysis of Lorentz anomalies in our 
N = 2 string, but it is possible that the one-loop anomalies can only be canceled by 
assigning a non-trivial transformation rule to the dilaton. We leave this issue to a future 
discussion and will for the time being simply drop the dilaton from our considerations. 

Without the dilaton, the following short list of equations remains 

0 = V'-Rcafg (3.51) 

0 = V^Rcafg (3-52) 

0 = V-VcTg£a + RcbgfTcba (3.53) 

We can work this further out be expressing everything in terms of W&^, using (3.43). 
Before doing so, notice that (3.43) in particular implies that Rabcd ~ CapC7s^(aWp^, 
so that the Ricci tensor vanishes, as we expected from the presence of the "conventional" 
anti-holomorphic N — 2 algebra. 

Coming back to (3.51)-(3.53), we find that (3.51) is a direct consequence of 
{ V ^ V ^ W ^ = 0, and that (3.52) follows from [V'3, V2]W^A = 0. Equation (3.53) 
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is the only one that yields a non-trivial result, namely 

- \^&(W\apW^) + 2Va(W^W»Ps) = 0. (3.54) 

This implies finally 
V * ( W > K J W W = 0. (3.55) 

This equation is the only additional piece of information that we have in addition to the 
supergravity algebra with Wap-y = i7a = 0. This equation may still receive corrections 
from the internal sector. 

4 Discussion 

We have constructed in this article a "heterotic type II" N — 2 string theory that 
has manifest target space supersymmetry, and we have shown by computing the beta 
functions and by checking the OPE's of the superconformal algebra perturbatively that 
its low energy theory is N — 1 self-dual supergravity. We have, thus, solved the problem 
of finding a consistent quantum theory that has SD SUGRA as its low energy limit. 

This new N — 2 string was obtained by combining a conventional N = 2 string in one 
sector with a Green-Schwarz-Berkovits string in the other sector. The Berkovits string 
has an N = 2 superconformal invariance but it is equivalent to the conventional N = 1 
RNS string through a non-local field redefinition (one first embeds the N — 1 string 
into an N — 2 string and then performs a non-local field redefinition that involves the 
N — 1 ghost fields). So, in this sense our new "heterotic type LL" string is actually a 
new (1,2) string. In the conventional heterotic N — 2 strings one has to gauge a null 
current. Depending on the null current one finds that the target space is effectively 
either two dimensional or three dimensional. In our new N — 2 string we also have to 
gauge a null current. We chose our null current such that it commutes with target space 
supersymmetry. With this choice the effective target space in still four dimensional, but 
a fermionic direction is effectively gauged away, leading to self-dual superspace. 

Let us indicate what happens if one had chosen a fermionic spinor ua instead of a 
bosonic one. A fermionic null spinor can always be written as Xva, where A is anticom-
muting and va is a bosonic spinor. In order to obtain self-dual supergravity, the following 
conditions are sufficient: the vertex operators and gauge invariances should not depend 
on A, and Xva should be covariantly constant. It is not clear to us how the theory would 
implement the first condition, and whether A is a new independent object or should be 
expressed in terms of the world-sheet fields. Nevertheless, under these conditions all 
results in the paper also apply to the case of a fermionic null spinor, except that the 
central charge of the internal sector now has to be 12 rather than 6. 

An interesting question is whether it is possible to formulate our model in RNS 
variables. One immediate problem is that space-time fermions are very difficult to deal 
with in the RNS formalism. Conversely, it will be interesting to know whether one 
can translate the usual heterotic (1,2) string with the conventional null vector in our 
formalism. Obviously, this is desirable only for the cases where the conventional (1,2) 
strings do have target space supersymmetry. One approach would be to follow the field 
redefinition from the RNS string to the Green-Schwarz-Berkovits string. This involves, 
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however, non-local field redefinitions, so generically the null current will be non-local. It 
may be, though, that in the cases where the conventional (1,2) strings do have target 
space supersymmetry a yet new field redefinition exists such that the null current becomes 
local. This question definitely deserves further investigation. 

In the usual (1,2) strings the four dimensional target space may be interpreted as a 
(2,2)-brane moving in a 12 dimensional space-time of signature (10,2) (thus, indicating 
connections with F-theory). The new N = 2 string we constructed has as internal space 
an N = 2 SCFT with central charge c = 6 or c = 12, that typically involve 4 or 8 bosons. 
It seems tempting to interpret our four dimensional target space as a (2,2)-brane moving 
in a (6,2) or (10,2) space. Then the bosons would describe fluctuations in the transverse 
directions. This interpretation becomes problematic, though, as soon as one computes 
the spectrum. Only half of those scalars survive the null projection. So, at least at first 
sight, it seems unlikely that such a picture is correct5. 

An alternative way to derive the low energy effective action is to compute scattering 
amplitudes. For N = 2 strings the most convenient way to do such calculations is to 
use the reformulation as N — A topological strings developed by Berkovits and Vafa [40] 
and subsequently used by Berkovits[41], Ooguri and Vafa [42]. It will be interesting to 
perform such a calculation not only in order to confirm the results we obtained using 
sigma model methods but, more importantly, to study the internal sector, which is hard 
to analyze using sigma model techniques. 

One may use the techniques we developed in this article to construct new N — 1 
string theories. For instance, one could start from the type II string in the Green-
Schwarz-Berkovits formalism[20] (which is the N = (1,1) model in the RNS formalism), 
change the signature of space time to (2,2) and introduce a null current symmetrically in 
both sectors. A chiral null current contributes c = ±3 to the central charge. Taking into 
account that the non-compact sector contributes another c = — 3 and the N = 2 ghosts 
c = —6, we find that one would need an internal sector with c = 6 or c = 12. As such one 
could take a Calabi-Yau 2- or 4-fold. Alternatively, one may gauge (symmetrically) a full 
N = 2 null multiplet, in which case we would need a c = 15 internal space which may 
be taken to be a Calabi-Yau 5-fold. Yet more models can be constructed by asymmetric 
choices of the null currents. One can easily find appropriate target space supersymmetric 
null currents for each of these cases. All these models are difficult to construct in the 
RNS formalism. Altogether, we have seen many examples where the new Green-Schwarz-
Berkovits techniques are very powerful. In [21] we witnessed string theory selecting a 
particular off-shell supergravity and in this article we obtained a new N — 2 string theory 
that has self-dual supergravity as an effective field theory. It remains to be seen what 
the significance of these new N = 1 models is. We intend to return to these issues in the 
future. 

5There still exists the possibility that our model with c = 12 describes an N = 1 self-dual (2,2)-brane 
moving in the spacetime of 12 dimensional N = 1 self-dual supergravity in such a way that the self-
duality effectively freezes half of the eight transverse directions. If such a scenario is correct then the 
reduction from 12 to 4 dimensions should be made in such a way that only an N = 1 supersymmetry 
survives. Similar ideas have been advocated by Ketov in [38]. Let us also mention that our model may 
be related to theories in spacetimes with signature (11,3) proposed in [39] since we also have 3 timelike 
coordinates (two non-compact and one compact, the p field). 
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A Conventions 

Let yl,y2, y3, yA be real coordinates in a space of (2,2) signature, 

ds2 = (dy1)2 + (dy2)2 - (dy3)2 - (dy4)2 (A.l) 

We define complex coordinates as follows 

x1 = ^=(yx + iy2); x2 = -^(y3 + iy4) 

xl = —(y1 - iy2); x2 = i = ( y 3 - iy4) (A.2) 

In these coordinates the line element is equal to 

ds2 = rjgbdx^dx^- (A.3) 

where the underlined indices denote both an unbar and bar index, a = (a, a), (for spinors 
a = (a, a)) and 

0 r?, 
Vgb - I , 

with 
H;;I < A - 4 ' 
W = ( J ^ J - (A.5) 

The Dirac matrices in complex coordinates and for this specific complex structure 
have been worked out in [2] (appendix B in the second paper), 

T - ( £ T ) . T = ( £ £ ) . (A-6) 
where the a matrices are given by the following matrices (a with upper indices and a 
with lower indices, see (A.9)) 

a1 = - n / 2 a ( - , +), a2 = - v ^ o ( - , - ) , a1 = -iV2a{+, -),a2 = y/2a(+, +)(A.7) 

a1 = iy/2a(-, +),a2 = -y/2a(+, +), a1 = iV2a(+, - ) , a2 = \ / 2 a ( - - ) , (A.8) 

where the a(a,(3) denotes a 2 x 2 matrix with 1 at (a,/3) and zero elsewhere. One may 
use these a matrices to convert vector indices to a pair of two spinor indices. This is 
possible since 50(2,2) = SL(2, R) ® SL(2, R). Explicitly, 

V™ = -Lv^o*)"*; V* = -L(^)dQyQ". (A.9) 
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In particular, 

One can check that the a matrices satisfy the following relations 

lv^%a(c7b-)^ = Caf3C&p, (A.11) 

^ T V W = tf*. (A.12) 

where Cap = Cdjg are antisymmetric tensors with C+_ = 1. We will raise and lower 
spinor indices with these tensors. Our convention is the "down-hill" rule from the left to 
the right. These identities allow one to switch freely (with no extra factors) from one set 
of indices to the other. For example, one may check that 

V*Ua = Va&Ua& (A. 13) 

From (A. 10) we read off the N = 2 complex conjugation rules for vectors 

7++ = _ y - - ; i7+ r
 = _ \ / -+ (A.14) 

In addition, we have 
D^=-D_ (A.15) 

and similar rules for the dotted indices. 
Our conventions for covariant derivatives, torsion, curvature, etc. are as follows 

VA = EA
MdM + WAfFMf + uA0m/ + TAY, (A. 16) 

[VA, V B } = TAB
CVC + RABJM? + RABJM? + FABY, (A.17) 

where EA
M

t u}Ap- and FA are the vielbein, the spin connection and the U(l) connection, 
respectively. TAB°, RABy~ and FAB are the torsion, the curvature tensor and the U(l) 
curvature, respectively. Ms~ are the generators of the Lorentz group. 

B Analysis of VO's in components 

We show in this appendix, using a detailed component analysis, that the null current 
may be used to eliminate the chiral part of both the spacetime and the internal sector 
vertex operators. We start from the latter. By hitting equation (2.29) with D& and going 
over to momentum space one gets 

vTpa&M! = 0 (B.l) 

The general solution of this equation that does not set Mi equal to zero is 

Paa = P'uaV& (B.2) 
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where p' is arbitrary and va is a second commuting spinor. Clearly, this immediately 
implies that p2 = 0. 

The component expansion of Mi is of the form 

Mi = a(x~) + eaC(x~) + 62b(x~) (B.3) 

where x~a = xaa — i9a9a (In our conventions Da = da — i9adaa, D& = da — i9adaa). 
Equation (2.26) implies the usual field equations for the component fields 

□ a = dcig* = 6 = 0 (B.4) 

In addition (2.29) yields 
«°e« = 0, (B.5) 

which implies 
r = e< (B.6) 

where £ is arbitrary anticommuting variable. So the onshell multiplet reads 

Mi = a(x~) + 0au
Q£(z) (B.7) 

We will now show that the gauge invariance in (2.30) is just enough to remove these 
degrees of freedom. Indeed, starting from a general superfield Y\ and imposing the 
condition that the uaDaYi is chiral one obtains 

6 Mi = uai>a + 6a6"(-idaau
pipp) + ua9aT (B.8) 

where we have also used the onshell condition (B.2). ipa is an arbitrary commuting 
spinor and T is an arbitrary anticommuting variable. Clearly, these onshell gauge trans

formations eliminate completely M\. 
Let us now consider the 4D vertex operator. The component expansion of the gauge 

invariant field strengths are as follows 

Wa = AQ + 6aD + 6>%Q  i92da"\a 

Wa = \a + 9aD + 0 % d  i92da
a\a (B.9) 

where the same field D appears in both expansions due to the identity DaWa — DaWa. 
Equations (2.33) read 

8a
&Xa = da

aXa = 0, (B.10) 

daaD = daaf
a

p = daafp = 0 (B.ll) 

Equation (2.34) implies (onshell) 

uaXa + ua9aD + ua9'3fai3 = 0 (B.12) 

This equation is then solved by 

Xa = Xua; £ = 0; fap = fu{auP) (B.13) 
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where A and / and on-shell fermionic and bosonic components. So Wa on-shell reads 

Wa = X(x-)ua + 9af(x-)u{aup). (B.14) 

It is now easy to show that the on-shell gauge invariance in (2.36) removes these 
degrees of freedom. Indeed, working out (2.36) in components yields 

SWa = l-ua(F + 6%^ - iOWdrfF) (B.15) 

which can clearly remove A and / (in momentum space the 9@ term is proportional to 

C Conservation of the supersymmetry currents. 

In this appendix we analyze the equations that follow by requiring conservation of the 
supersymmetry currents, dH± = 0. The terms linear in the fermion field tp- have been 
analyzed in the main text. The terms cubic in the fermions yield the following equations 

(Vae ± lae) (Redbc + 2#/[e6-Hc]d/ + 2 Vd-ffcfce ~ 2Ve-^c6d) — 

—QHgdeC^ + VrfCyL + permutations with signs in a,b,c = 0 (C.l) 

(Vae ± Ig.e)(Re6bc + 2Vj.Hc6e) + 

+ViC^ a + permutations with signs in a,b,c=0, (C2) 

(Vae ± ^ae)(VeTcM — 4T6/5i?c/e) ~ 

—2>TaesCfhr + permutations with signs in a,b,c = 0. (C3) 

We start our analysis with (C.2). By using the identity 

Ra[bcd\ = -8VaHbcd (C.4) 

one finds that the complex structure independent part of C^a is equal to (—2/3)f/ct,a. To 
obtain the complex structure dependent part of C^Q we observe that the term containing 
/ and the curvature R in (C.2) can be rewritten as a linear combination of IaeR5\ebc\ and 
[Vj, Vc]/o6. The first piece can be rewritten using the cyclic identity (C.4), the second 
piece using (3.24) and (3.25). After some straightforward algebra one obtains that the 
complex structure dependent part of C%a is equal to ±Id\cHba]d/3. Putting these results 
together we get that equation (C.2) is solved by 

Ccba ~ o(_2ifcta ± h\cHba}d) (C.5) 

An alternative route to obtain this result is to first use (3.21) to eliminate the curva
ture from (C.2) and then use the following identities involving torsions 

TdiaGsa + cyclic in a, b, c = -iVsHbca (C.6) 

CasTecaIeb + Taci.C&Jeb — a <r-> b = —iV'6(U[aHb}cd) (C.7) 
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The latter is obtained by differentiating (3.25) by Vs and using 

Tsa,c,eCaeIeb ~ QL *"» k = (Ga{F^al^ + TaceCgeleb + i^yH^sIa)a,b ~ QL *~> b) 

-AiV^sIab, (C.8) 

which, in turn, can be obtained by using (3.30). 
Equations (C.l) and (C.3) should now automatically be satisfied. The complex struc

ture independent part of (C.3) reads 

V[aTbc]- - 2He[gbTc}e- (G-9) 

which is equal to zero by using the Bianchi identities. The complex structure dependent 
part is equal to 

I[a\-Ve\Tbc]S - 2IelH[bc-Ta$£S. (CIO) 

To show that this is equal to zero one first rewrites the derivative of the torsion using 
(C.9). Next one can "partially integrate" the derivative in these terms using (3.26), after 
which one can use (3.25) to work things out and obtain zero. 

It remains to demonstrate (C.l). This is most easily done using the cyclic identity 

Ra\bcd] ~ ~4Vai?tcd ( C l l ) 

which one can prove using the explicit form of R. It can be used to rewrite the complex 
structure independent part of (C.l) as a linear combination of V[aHbCd] and He\abHcd\e-
The second of these terms vanishes identically, due to lack of indices in dimension 4, and 
the first term is then zero by virtue of the Bianchi identity for H. The complex structure 
dependent part of (C.l) can be analyzed as follows. The term IaeRedbc can be rewritten 
as a linear combination of IaeRd[ebc] and [Vd, ^[c]h]a- The first term can be manipulated 
using (C.ll) , the second using (3.25). After some manipulations we then end up with a 
term proportional to Ige^[eHbcd\ and one proportional to -fa/#e[/&#cd]e> and both vanish 
for the reasons mentioned above. 

D Beta-functions without the null current 

For completeness, we present here the full result of the beta-function calculation. If 
we were to study the (l,2)-string with a different choice of null current, one would 
first determine the additional constraints it implies and subsequently insert them in the 
expressions below in order to determine the field equations for that string theory. 

0 = RcbglHcab ~ ^ f i 7g/a#ca6 + ^cTbaj]lcah 

+4iTcfpTcga — 2TcfbTCgdHbad ~ ^TcfbTdgbTdca 

—4iTQgaTcfa + 2TCgbTCfdHbad + 2TcabTdfbTdca 

T P T3S. _i_ T arT P A. T °"T P 
~\L9fh- Pe<k + 2 si <*P& + 2 Si- P'~ 
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!T B R J- I 
" 2 -1 ca ncBfg > n v * "S&J9_ 3 

1_ _ _ 1 

-tea n>cBfg T 7: V r tca/ s
 — „ J t ac Jg/b 

+ X^ea&^e6c?gfa — 7; V^Tcg-Tg/b — Tcab\7 cTofp 

+\ V£Ve%„ - ^ ( / T ^ V ^ + $ + i VaTgfVJd + 0) 

+ 2%-VaV„(<^ + <£) + ^da/gVrf^ + $ + He[dlHg]aeVd((t> + 4>) 

+^aHgldVd(<f> + $)- Vd%aVd(0 + 0) 
1 1 

" == ^ ttcbgf J- cba r 7) <* g/fi S&2 * cJ-bgfJ-cba 

+Tca\fTg]cdTada + ^ac^aXdcXdaa + X V £ V £ T g £ s 

-2TmT9/Vs((i> + $) + 2 Vd%sVd(<^ + 0) - TLeaHiSdVd(<t> + $) 

+ 2%2%-V«5(</> + 0) + TgmHf_edVd(^ + 0) 

- 2 % - V f i V ^ ( ^ + 0) + -RdafgVd(<i> + $) + V«%dVd(0 + $ 

0 = 2VaHap-Vp\7a(4> + 4>) 

0 = 2Vd# / jQ + V/jVft(0 + $ (D.l) 
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